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FELBER INDOOR/OUTDOOR COLLECTION
The iconic family grows outdoors
The Felber Collection is now ready for the outdoors. Just in time for spring, the successful
Felber range is supplemented with the «Outdoor Collection». The indoor innovative family
which is the first and only chair that allows you to mix and match between different versions
of backs, seats and frames was the perfect basis for the outdoor family. Thanks to the
robust powder coating, the chairs and tables are resistant to wind and variating weather
conditions. The «Felber Outdoor Collection» is available in five selected colours of the Les
Couleurs® Le Corbusier and Arik Levy collection.
The Felber Collection has been extremely successful with its beautiful design and the infinite
possibilities its patented connection offers allowing customers to combine either wood or
upholstered seats and backs to a both a metal or a wooden frame. Dietiker holds a patent for that
connection.
The inspiration for the modular family is a Dietiker model of the 1940s which served as the platform
for a highly customizable chair and table family, offering endless mix and match possibilities.
It is very natural that this same platform concept served as the further development of the product
with an outdoor program. Now a metal collection of chairs and tables has been added to the family.
The table «Felber T18» and «C18 Felber» chair perfectly complement each other forming a beautiful
assortment for a patio or a terrace.
The outdoor table «Felber T18» is folding, available with two different bases. The table tops, round or
square, are made of high-strength steel, and offered in the same five colour choices as the chair.
The chair is made out of powder-coated aluminium sheet and colourless powder-coated precision
steel tube frame. The «Felber Outdoor Collection» is available in five selected colours from the Les
Couleurs® Le Corbusier and Arik Levy collection.

Dietiker was founded in 1873 and is the oldest chair manufacturer in Switzerland. The launch of Willy Guhl chair
the late '50s revolutionized the furniture industry, followed by Rey, the first chair in the seventies with a unique
patent for its screw less wooden-metal connection which has been sold worldwide more than one million pieces.
The company develops and produces high engineered products for a wide range of solutions for cafeterias and
seminar rooms in health care, gastronomy, hotel, offices, education and public institutions.
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